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Abstract

This paper explores the definitions and research methods of engagement in human
robot interaction (HRI) research. Then, it introduces three different bartender robots
that have different behaviors and strategies to increase user engagement. Increasing the
user’s level of engagement with a robot is known to produce positive outcomes in many
fields and thus has been the goal of many HRI researchers.
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1 Background

Measuring and assessing users’ engagement with a robot is essential. Researchers have found
that a high level of engagement enhances learning outcomes in both learning environments
without robots [Pon09] and with robots [Gle17]. Another reason why HRI engagement re-
search is crucial is that children with autism show higher engagement with robots than hu-
mans. Robots are used as service providers and practical companions such as study mates
and weight-loss coaches. When designing these robots, engagement plays an important role
because they are interacting with humans instead of working in an assembly line.

2 Definition of Engagement in Human Robot Interaction

Castellano et al. provide an overview of engagement in human-agent(robot) interaction
[Oer20]. According to them, diverse papers attempt to define and measure engagement
in different ways. They grouped researchers into two primary groups: those that consider
engagement as a process and those that consider it as a state. One example that treats
engagement as a complex process defines engagement as initial contact, negotiating a collab-
oration, checking on other’s interaction, evaluating whether to stay involved, and deciding
when to end [Can04].

Other researchers categorize engagement based on the level of engagement to better inves-
tigate its role. For example, Sabanovic et al. categorize engagement into four levels: present,
attending, engaged, and interacting [Mic06].

This paper focuses on the user’s measurable social engagement state in which the user is
paying attention to the robot or not. Treating engagement as a state instead of a process
gives a better chance to measure the level of engagement because it is less complex. The
level of engagement can be perceived and measured by the robot’s camera and sensors. The
analysis of the level of engagement can be used to assign different instructions to the robot.
Then, the robot can improve its behavior which ultimately maximizes the user’s level of
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engagement.Then, the robot can improve its behavior which ultimately maximizes the user’s
level of engagement.

3 Measuring the Level of Engagement and Models to assess
Engagement

Many researchers use pre-trained models such as Affdex [McD16] and OpenPose to measure
user engagement with a robot. However, those models are not strictly based on HRI data thus
they may not tell us the accurate result. To solve this problem, some researchers proposed
their own model using HRI data set. For example, Hanheide et al. developed and validated
a novel model to measure user engagement from a robot’s perspective [DDF20]. They used
The TOur GUide RObot (TOGURO) annotated image data set that was collected from the
two cameras mounted on the robot’s body and head during a guided tour in a museum. Their
research produced an HRI data-based regression model that predicts the engagement of a
user with a robot. They claim their model is generic enough so it can be used in other HRI
engagement research. Some researchers collect their own data using an experimental setting
with a virtual assistant and cameras that record users. Sabanovic et al. proposed a model
to assess user engagement towards a robot receptionist based on the user’s movement, the
timing of interactive behavior, the user’s spatial position, and predefined areas around the
robot [Mic06].

4 Bartender Robot Brillo #1

Rossi et al. introduce Bartending Robot for Interactive Long-Lasting Operations (Brillo)
project focusing on how the robot’s interaction with humans can increase the level of the
user’s social engagement (Figure 1) [Ros20]. This robot has three strategies to enhance the
level of engagement: arm gestures, eye colors, and the tablet. Unlike a typical service robot
focused on functional features, Brillo starts a natural conversation with a customer by first
asking how the day was and recommended several drinks. While the order is being processed,
Brillo brings up Google News with the tablet attached to its body. During these interactions,
researchers used Affdex to detect facial expressions and measure the level of engagement. The
results revealed that entertaining behaviors of a robot using its arm gestures and emphatic
behavior implemented with sociable with right arm up stimulated more engagement than
neutral behavior. However, no significant difference was observed between entertaining and
emphatic behavior.

This paper would like to recommend the robot have changing eye shapes to express the
emotion of the robot better. It is controversial whether the eyes’ color is enough to show the
robot’s emotional state accurately. If Rossi et al. had a way to express the emphatic behavior
better, emphatic behavior could be more effective than the entertaining behavior increasing
engagement.

5 Bartender Robot Brillo #2

John et al. present the personalized behavior of Brillo on different users, and its ability to
engage with multiple users simultaneously (Figure 2) [Joh22]. They personalize Brillo’s behav-
iors upon the customers’ level of engagement, moods, purchasing preferences, and previous
interaction methods. User detection, sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and engage-
ment analysis are strategies they use. They use the OpenPose library to determine whether
Brillo perceives the customer as engaged or not. Depending on this state, Brillo will interact
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Figure 1: Brillo by Rossi et al.

Figure 2: Brillo by John et al.

differently with the customer. Brillo will remember each customer’s level of engagement and
provide personalized service in accordance. Moreover, Brillo recommends drinks and uses
sentiment analysis on the customer’s reaction. Brillo forms each customer’s preferences with
the result of this procedure.

John et al.’s effort to give the robot personalized behavior for each customer to resem-
ble the real-life bartender’s behavior is valuable. This paper recommends experiments such
as applying different methods to express that the robot recognizes the user would increase
engagement.

6 Barender Robot Rob

Bartender robot Rob successfully served as a robot bartender on the MSC Virtuosa Cruise Ship
in 2021 (Figure 3) [Mar21]. Frances Marcellin interviewed Rob’s project head Luca Pronzati
to discover the goal that researchers had with Rob. Researchers gave a voice, sympathetic
ear, diverse facial expressions, and a human-like personality to Rob on top of the state-of-art
function to mix cocktails.

In a video that demonstrates the process of Rob mixing a cocktail for a customer, we
can observe his dynamic and interactive facial expressions and gestures. Although it is not
documented elsewhere, we can observe there is a certain logic for the changes in his facial
expressions. On top of that basic logic, this paper recommends some more advanced possible
interactions related to HRI engagement. In the video, when Rob starts mixing the cocktail,
he verbally expresses ”he loves making cocktails”, and his eyes turn to stars. Instead, Rob
should make an eye-contact with the customer while mixing the drink and if he recognizes
that the customer’s engagement is high, he can make that star-eyes reaction as a reward
interaction. This will increase the level of engagement of that customer and other customers
that witnessed that reaction as well. Moreover, in the video, while Rob is focusing on mixing
the drink he makes eye contact with the customer by looking out of the corner of his eyes.
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Figure 3: Neutral Eyes, Star Eyes, Corner Eyes

This corner-eyes facial expression should happen anytime when Rob assesses any previous or
current customer’s engagement is high. These recommended changes will make Rob act more
human-like.

7 Conclusion

Researchers who design robots use various ways to understand user engagement and exper-
iment with diverse methods to increase the level of engagement. This is because the higher
level of engagement achieves the ultimate goal of the HRI research. The goal can be enhanced
educational output, maximized cocktail sales, and gifting a user an unforgettable experience
on a cruise ship.
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